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Scriv changelog management tool
Scriv is a command-line tool for helping developers maintain useful changelogs. It manages a directory of changelog fragments. It aggregates them into entries in a CHANGELOG file.

Currently scriv implements a simple workflow. The goal is to adapt to more styles of changelog management in the future.
Scriv writes changelog fragments into a directory called “changelog.d”. Start by creating this directory. (By the way, like many aspects of scriv’s operation, you can choose a different name for this directory.)

To make a new changelog fragment, use the “scriv create” command. It will make a new file with a filename using the current date and time, your GitHub or Git user name, and your branch name. Changelog fragments should be committed along with all the other changes on your branch.

When it is time to release your project, the “scriv collect” command aggregates all the fragments into a new entry in your changelog file.

### 2.1 Philosophy

Scriv’s design is guided by a few principles:

- Changelogs should be captured in a file in the repository. Scriv writes a CHANGELOG file.
- Writing about changes to code should happen close in time to the changes themselves. Scriv encourages writing fragment files to be committed when you commit your code changes.
- How you describe a change depends on who you are describing it for. You may need multiple descriptions of the same change. Scriv encourages writing changelog entries directly, rather than copying text from commit messages or pull requests.
- Different projects have different needs; flexibility is a plus. Scriv doesn’t assume any particular issue tracker or packaging system, and allows either .rst or .md files.

### 2.1.1 Other tools

Scriv is not the first tool to help manage changelogs, there have been many. None fully embodied scriv’s philosophy. Tools most similar to scriv:

- **towncrier**: built for Twisted, with some unusual specifics: fragment type is the file extension, issue numbers in the file name. Only .rst files.
• **blurb**: built for CPython development, specific to their workflow: issue numbers from bugs.python.org, only .rst files.

• **setuptools-changelog**: particular to Python projects (uses a setup.py command), and only supports .rst files.

• **gitchangelog**: collects git commit messages into a changelog file.

Tools that only read GitHub issues, or only write GitHub releases:

• **Chronicler**: a web hook that watched for merged pull requests, then appends the pull request message to the most recent draft GitHub release.

• **fastrelease**: reads information from GitHub issues, and writes GitHub releases.

• **Release Drafter**: adds text from merged pull requests to the latest draft GitHub release.

Other release note tools:

• **reno**: built for Open Stack. It stores changelogs forever as fragment files, only combining for publication.

### 2.2 Concepts

#### 2.2.1 Fragments

Fragments are files describing your latest work, created by the “scriv create” command. The files are created in the changelog.d directory (settable with `fragment_directory`). Typically, they are committed with the code change itself, then later aggregated into the changelog file with “scriv collect”.

#### 2.2.2 Categories

Changelog entries can be categorized, for example as additions, fixes, removals, and breaking changes. The list of categories is settable with the `categories` setting.

If you are using categories in your project, new fragments will be pre-populated with all the categories, commented out. While editing the fragment, you provide your change information in the appropriate category. When the fragments are collected, they are grouped by category into a single changelog entry.

You can choose not to use categories by setting the `categories` setting to empty.

#### 2.2.3 Entries

Fragments are collected into changelog entries with the “scriv collect” command. The fragments are combined in each category, in chronological order. The entry is given a header with version and date.

### 2.3 Commands

#### 2.3.1 scriv create

```bash
$ scriv create --help
Usage: scriv create [OPTIONS]

Create a new scriv changelog fragment.
```

(continues on next page)
Options:
--add / --no-add 'git add' the created file.
--edit / --no-edit Open the created file in your text editor.
-v, --verbosity LVL Either CRITICAL, ERROR, WARNING, INFO or DEBUG
--help Show this message and exit.

The create command creates new fragments.

File creation

Fragments are created in the changelog.d directory. The name of the directory can be configured with the fragment_directory setting.

The file name starts with the current date and time, so that entries can later be collected in chronological order. To help make the files understandable, the file name also includes the creator’s git name, and the branch name you are working on. “Main” branch names aren’t included, to cut down on uninteresting noise. The branch names considered uninteresting are settable with the main_branches setting.

The initial contents of the fragment file are populated from the newFragment_template template. The format is either ReStructured Text or Markdown, selectable with the format setting.

The default new fragment templates create empty sections for each category. Uncomment the one you want to use, and create a bullet for the changes you are describing. If you need a different template for new fragments, you can create a Jinja template and name it in the newFragment_template setting.

Editing

If --edit is provided, or if scriv.create.edit is set to true in your git settings, scriv will launch an editor for you to edit the new fragment. Scriv uses the same editor that git launches for commit messages.

The format of the fragment should be sections for the categories, with bullets for each change. The file is re-parsed when it is collected, so the specifics of things like header underlines don’t have to match the changelog file, that will be adjusted later.

Once you save and exit the editor, scriv will continue working on the file. If the file is empty because you removed all of the non-comment content, scriv will stop.

Adding

If --add is provided, or if scriv.create.add is set to true in your git settings, scriv will “git add” the new file so that it is ready to commit.

2.3.2 scriv collect

$ scriv collect --help
Usage: scriv collect [OPTIONS]

Collect fragments and produce a combined entry in the CHANGELOG file.

Options:
--add / --no-add 'git add' the updated changelog file.
--edit / --no-edit Open the changelog file in your text editor.

(continues on next page)
The collect command aggregates all the current fragments into the changelog file.

**Entry Creation**

All of the .rst or .md files in the fragment directory are read, parsed, and re-assembled into a changelog entry. The entry’s title is determined by the `entry_title_template` setting. The default uses the version string (if one is specified in the from the `version` setting) and the current date.

The output file is specified by the `output_file` setting. Scriv looks in the file for a special marker (usually in a comment) to determine where to insert the new entry. The marker is “scriv-insert-here”, but can be changed with the `insert_marker` setting. Using a marker like this, you can have your changelog be just part of a larger README file. If there is no marker in the file, the new entry is inserted at the top of the file.

**Fragment Deletion**

The fragment files that are read will be deleted, because they are no longer needed. If you would prefer to keep the fragment files, use the `--keep` option.

**Editing**

If `--edit` is provided, or if `scriv.collect.edit` is set to true in your `git settings`, scriv will launch an editor for you to edit the changelog file. Mostly you shouldn’t need to do this, but you might want to make some tweaks. Scriv uses the same editor that git launches for commit messages.

**Adding**

If `--add` is provided, or if `scriv.collect.add` is set to true in your `git settings`, scriv will “git add” the updates to the changelog file, and the fragment file deletions, so that they are ready to commit.

**2.4 Configuration**

Scriv tries hard to be adaptable to your project’s needs. Many aspects of its behavior can be customized with a settings file.

**2.4.1 Files read**

Scriv will read settings from any of these files:

- setup.cfg
- tox.ini
- changelog.d/scriv.ini

---
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In any of these files, scriv will read settings from a section named either `[scriv]` or `[tool.scriv]`. If the `[toml]` extra is installed, then scriv will also read settings from `pyproject.toml`, in the `[tool.scriv]` section.

### 2.4.2 Settings Syntax

Settings use the usual “.ini” syntax, but with some extra features:

- A prefix of `file:` reads the setting from a file.
- A prefix of `literal:` reads a string literal from a source file.
- Value substitutions can make a setting depend on another setting.

#### File Prefix

A `file:` prefix means the setting value is a file name, and the actual setting value will be read from that file. The file name is relative to the fragment directory (changelog.d), or is the name of a built-in file provided by scriv:

- `new_fragment.md.j2`: The default Jinja template for new Markdown fragments.
- `new_fragment.rst.j2`: The default Jinja template for new ReStructured Text fragments.

#### Literal Prefix

A `literal:` prefix means the setting value will be a literal string read from a source file. The setting provides a file name and variable name separated by colons:

```
[scriv]
version = literal: myproj/__init__.py: _version_
```

In this case, the file `myproj/__init__.py` will be read, and the `_version_` value will be found and used as the version setting.

Currently only Python files are supported for literals, but other syntaxes can be supported in the future.

#### Value Substitution

The chosen fragment format can be used in settings by referencing `${config:format}` in the setting. For example, the default template for new fragments depends on the format because the default setting is:

```
new_fragment_template = file: new_fragment.${config:format}.j2
```

### 2.4.3 Settings

These are the specifics about all of the settings read from the configuration file.

**categories**

Categories to use as headings for changelog items. See *Categories*.

Default: Removed, Added, Changed, Deprecated, Fixed, Security
**entry_title_template**

The Jinja template to use for the entry heading text for changelog entries created by “scriv collect”. Default: A combination of version (if specified) and date.

**format**

The format to use for fragments and for the output changelog file. Can be either “rst” or “md”. Default: rst

**fragment_directory**

The directory for fragments. This directory must exist, it will not be created. Default: changelog.d

**insert_marker**

A marker string indicating where in the changelog file new entries should be inserted. Default: scriv-insert-here

**main_branches**

The branch names considered uninteresting to use in new fragment file names. Default: master, main, develop

**md_header_level**

A number: for Markdown changelog files, this is the heading level to use for the entry heading. Default: 1

**new_fragment_template**

The Jinja template to use for new fragments. Default: file: new_fragment.${config:format}.j2

**output_file**

The changelog file updated by “scriv collect”. Default: CHANGELOG.${config:format}
**rst_header_chars**

Two characters: for ReStructured Text changelog files, these are the two underline characters to use. The first is for the heading for each changelog entry, the second is for the category sections within the entry.

Default: `=-`

**version**

The string to use as the version number in the next header created by `scriv collect`. Often, this will be a literal: directive, to get the version from a string in a source file.

Default: (empty)

### 2.4.4 Per-User Git Settings

Some aspects of scriv’s behavior are configurable for each user rather than for the project as a whole. These settings are read from git.

These settings determine whether the “`scriv create`” and “`scriv collect`” commands will launch an editor, and “`git add`” the result:

- `scriv.create.edit`
- `scriv.create.add`
- `scriv.collect.edit`
- `scriv.collect.add`

All of these are either “true” or “false”, and default to false. You can create these settings with `git config` commands, either in the current repo:

```bash
$ git config scriv.create.edit true
```

or globally for all of your repos:

```bash
$ git config --global scriv.create.edit true
```

### 2.5 Changelog

#### 2.5.1 Unreleased

See the fragment files in the `changelog.d` directory.

#### 2.5.2 0.9.2 — 2020-08-29

- Packaging fix.
2.5.3 0.9.0 — 2020-08-29

Added

- Markdown format is supported, both for fragments and changelog entries.
- Fragments can be mixed (some .rst and some .md). They will be collected and output in the format configured in the settings.
- Documentation.
- “python -m scriv” now works.

Changed

- The version number is displayed in the help message.

2.5.4 0.8.1 — 2020-08-09

Added

- When editing a new fragment during “scriv create”, if the edited fragment has no content (only comments or blank lines), then the create operation will be aborted, and the file will be removed. (Closes issue 2.)

Changed

- If the fragment directory doesn’t exist, a simple direct message is shown, rather than a misleading FileNotFound error (closes issue 1).

Fixed

- When not using categories, comments in fragment files would be copied to the changelog file (issue 3). This is now fixed.
- RST syntax is better understood, so that hyperlink references and directives will be preserved. Previously, they were mistakenly interpreted as comments and discarded.

2.5.5 0.8.0 — 2020-08-04

Added

- Added the collect command.
- Configuration is now read from setup.cfg or tox.ini.
- A new configuration setting, rst_section_char, determines the character used in the underlines for the section headings in .rst files.
- The new_entry_template configuration setting is the name of the template file to use when creating new entries. The file will be found in the fragment_directory directory. The file name defaults to new_entry.FMT.j2. If the file doesn’t exist, an internal default will be used.
• Now the collect command also includes a header for the entire entry. The underline is determined by the "rst_header_char" settings. The heading text is determined by the "header" setting, which defaults to the current date.

• The categories list in the config can be empty, meaning entries are not categorized.

• The create command now accepts --edit (to open the new entry in your text editor), and --add (to "git add" the new entry).

• The collect command now accepts --edit (to open the changelog file in an editor after the new entries have been collected) and --add (to git-add the changelog file and git rm the entries).

• The names of the main git branches are configurable as "main_branches" in the configuration file. The default is "master", "main", and "develop".

• Configuration values can now be read from files by prefixing them with "file:". File names will be interpreted relative to the changelog.d directory, or will be found in a few files installed with scriv.

• Configuration values can interpolate the currently configured format (rst or md) with "${config:format}".

• The default value for new templates is now "file: new_entry.${config:format}.j2".

• Configuration values can be read from string literals in Python code with a "literal:" prefix.

• "version" is now a configuration setting. This will be most useful when used with the "literal:" prefix.

• By default, the title of collected changelog entries includes the version if it’s defined.

• The collect command now accepts a --version option to set the version name used in the changelog entry title.

### Changed

• RST now uses minuses instead of equals.

• The create command now includes the time as well as the date in the entry file name.

• The --delete option to collect is now called --keep, and defaults to False. By default, the collected entry files are removed.

• Created file names now include the seconds from the current time.

• “scriv create” will refuse to overwrite an existing entry file.

• Made terminology more uniform: files in changelog.d are “fragments.” When collected together, they make one changelog “entry.”

• The title text for the collected changelog entry is now created from the “entry_title_template” configuration setting. It’s a Jinja2 template.

• Combined the rst_header_char and rst_section_char settings into one: rst_header_chars, which much be exactly two characters.

• Parsing RST fragments is more flexible: the sections can use any valid RST header characters for the underline. Previously, it had to match the configured RST header character.

### Fixed

• Fragments with no category header were being dropped if categories were in use. This is now fixed. Uncategorized fragments get sorted before any categorized fragments.
2.5.6 0.1.0 — 2019-12-30

- Doesn’t really do anything yet.